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ÙôÅU Ñ âÖè ÂýàÙæð´ ·ð¤ ©UîæÚU ÎèçÁ°Ð âÖè ÂýàÙæð´ ·ð¤ ¥¢·¤
â×æÙ ãñ´UÐ
Note : Answer all questions. All questions carry equal
marks.
1.

ÂæÆK·ý¤× ·¤æ @Øæ ¥Íü ãñU? ÂæÆK·ý¤× ·¤è
¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ °ß¢ ©UÂØæðç»Ìæ ·¤æ ß‡æüÙ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
What do you mean by curriculum ? Describe
the needs and utilities of curriculum.
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ÂæÆK·ý¤× ·ð¤ ¥Íü °ß¢ ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ ·¤è ÃØæBØæ
·¤èçÁ°Ð çâÜðÕâ °ß¢ ÂæÆK-ÂéSÌ·¤ ·ð¤ âæÍ §â·ð¤
â¢Õ¢Ï ·¤æð SÂcÅU ·¤èçÁ°Ð
Explain the meaning and significance of
curriculum. Describe its relationship with
syllabus and text book.
2.

çàæÿææ °ß¢ â×æÁàææS˜æ ×ð´ @Øæ â¢Õ¢Ï ãñU? ÂæÆK·ý¤×
çß·¤æâ ×ð´ â×æÁàææS˜æèØ çâhæ‹Ìæð´ ·¤è ÃØæBØæ
·¤èçÁ°Ð
What is the relation between Education and
Sociology ? Explain the sociological principles
of curriculum development.

¥Íßæ / OR
™ææÙ âð ¥æÂ @Øæ â×ÛæÌð ãñ´U? ™ææÙ ·ð¤ ×ãUˆß °ß¢
Âý·ë¤çÌ ·¤æ ß‡æüÙ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
What do you understand by Knowledge ?
Describe the importance and nature of
knowledge.
3.

ÙñçÌ·¤Ìæ @Øæ ãñU? Ï×üçÙÚUÂðÿæ ÖæÚUÌ ×ð´ Ïæç×ü·¤ °ß¢
ÙñçÌ·¤ çàæÿææ ·¤è Âý·ë¤çÌ ·¤æð â×Ûææ§°Ð
What is Morality ? Explain the nature of
religious and moral education in secular India.
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×êËØ ¥æÏæçÚUÌ çàæÿææ ·ð¤ ©UgðàØ @Øæ ãñ´U? ×êËØ
¥æÏæçÚUÌ çàæÿææ ·¤è ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ¥æð´ ·¤æð çÜç¹°Ð
What are the objectives of value based
education ? Write the needs of value based
education.
4.

ÃØæßâæçØ·¤ çàæÿææ ·ð¤ ©UgðàØ @Øæ ãñ´U? ÂæÆK·ý¤× ×ð´
ÃØæßâæçØ·¤ çàæÿææ ·ð¤ SÍæÙ ·¤è ÃØæBØæ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
What are the aims of vocational education ?
Explain the place of vocational education in
curriculum.

¥Íßæ / OR
×ãUæˆ×æ »æ¢Ïè ·ð¤ â×æÁ ©UÂØæð»è ©UˆÂæÎÙ ·¤æØü ·¤è
¥ßÏæÚU‡ææ ·¤æð SÂcÅU ·¤ÚUÌð ãéU° »æ¢ÏèÁè ·ð¤ Õðçâ·¤
çàæÿææ ·¤è çßàæðáÌæ¥æð´ ·¤æ ß‡æüÙ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
Classify the concept of socially useful
productive work according to Mahatma
Gandhi. Explain the characteristics of basic
education by Gandhiji.
5.

çàæÿææ ×ð´ ×êËØæ¢·¤Ù âð ¥æÂ @Øæ â×ÛæÌð ãñ´?
×êËØæ¢·¤Ù ·¤è çßçÏØæð´ ·¤è çßßð¿Ùæ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
What do you understand by evaluation in
education ? Discuss the methods of evaluation.
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çàæÿææ ×ð´ ¥æ·¤ÜÙ °ß¢ ×êËØæ¢·¤Ù ·¤è Öêç×·¤æ ·ð¤
ÕæÚðU ×ð´ NCF-2005 ·¤è çâÈ¤æçÚUàæð´ @Øæ ãñ´U?
What are the recommendations of NCF-2005
regarding the role of assessment and
evaluation in education ?
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